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Abstract 

Concentrated photovoltaic (CPV) technology utilizes optics such as mirrors and 

lenses to concentrate sunlight on solar cells for energy generation purposes. The 

benefit of CPV over non-concentrated photovoltaic is that the same energy output 

requires fewer solar cells. Temperature also has a huge impact on the efficiency of PV 

modules as elevated temperatures, along with length and intensity of sunlight. This 

research paper describes a practical strategy by using mirrors and cooling system to 

improve the effectiveness of the solar panel. These reflectors are inexpensive, easy to 

manage, easy to use and do not require any additional materials or devices. But CPV 

operate efficiently in concentrated light as long as the solar cells are kept cool by 

means of some heat sinks. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Energy is today's basic human need. It guarantees a better quality of life. For daily 

use, uninterrupted energy has become a requirement for humanity now a days[1]. 

Since blood is to the body electricity is to any country's economy[2], it will 

tremble without it and it will be very difficult to maintain it.Because blood is to 

the body electricity is to any country's economy, the economy will tremble 

without it and it will be very difficult to maintain it[3]. Energy is one of the major 

problems throughout the globe, and each nation is looking for energy resources as 

their demand is growing significantly. Non-renewable energy resources are either 

too expensive or damaging the environment and also they are eventually going to 

end in near future[2].  
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2. Experiment 

 

The next strategy suggested to improve the effectiveness of the solar panel is 

based on experimental information (readings and chart) acquired from three 

distinct techniques[3]

three bright sunny days

produced from silicon semiconductor was used. An iron

for three mirrors and solar panel room

experimental method to improve the effectiveness of the PV module

solar panel frame, which was further fed from a rubber pipe from a water tank 

filled by an electric motor, a PVC plastic tube with holes at the bottom was 

solved. On the solar panel that was positioned in the center, one mirror from 

above and two from sides reflected solar radiation

named as four sun technology also

i.e. a) without mirrors and b) with mirrors and c) with mirrors and cooling.

 

Result and conclusion

 

The final prototype was tested efficiently, achi

engine movements in the frame or components were smooth and generated no 

vibrations. As part of the product enhancement, a chargeable power circuit 
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drawing a portion of the power produced for charging the battery in the circuit is 

expected to be incorporated.  
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